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In the Age of Wizards, Time is a
commodity more valuable than gold. When
Aoife (EE-fa) stumbles upon an antique
trunk in the attic, it calls to her with an
ancient magic. Inside she finds a stairway
leading into darkness and cannot resist
stepping onto that first stair. It leads her to
dark truths her mother never wanted her to
uncover and love so powerful she walks
through time to save it.Her magic is
dormant.When Aoife Burke rushes home
after the unexpected death of her father,
she discovers her mother has vanished
amidst inexplicable circumstances. She
returns to her childhood home to search for
clues of her mothers whereabouts but
another shock awaits her. Sean OConnell,
the object of her girlhood crush, has
purchased the family home. She senses
Sean is hiding something from her, refuses
to let her inside and does everything he can
to keep her out. A determined Aoife breaks
inside and stumbles upon an antique trunk
in the attic. When she opens it, instead of
the normal musty clothes and ancient
letters, she finds a stairway leading into
darkness. It calls to her and she cannot
resist stepping into the trunk and onto that
first stair where it leads her to magical
truths her mother never wanted her to
discover.His magic is dangerous.Sean
OConnell has been assigned by the
Inter-dimensional Portal Protection Agency
to keep Aoife and her mother out of Faery.
But when she breaks into the house and
disappears through the portal in the
trunk--like her mother--he has no choice
but to follow her, even though stepping
into Faery will force him to face his past.
Keeping her safe and out of the hands of
the Wizard King also becomes a fight to
save Aoifes life from her own mother, who
has discovered a time portal in Faery
leading her back in time to alter her past
mistakes, putting Aoifes life in peril. Sean
is willing to do anything to make sure shes
safe. Even if it means he has to tap into his
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dangerous magic to do it.
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: In the Tower of the Wizard King: Age of Wizards, Book In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic Fantasy
Adventure Romance : In the Tower of the Wizard King: Age of Wizards, Book 1 (Audible time travel, fantasy,
medieval, romance, suspense, mystery, and adventure. the brilliantly narrated first volume of a new epic fantasy
building on the concepts The Most Anticipated Fantasy Books of 2017 Best Fantasy Books The fourth volume in
Stephen Kings acclaimed, epic Dark Tower series Roland The Dark Tower IV: Wizard and Glass and over one million
other books are available for . both as a man and hero, a long-ago romance of witchery and evil, of the beautiful, .
Recommended for sf/fantasy collections and Stephen King fans. In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic Fantasy
Adventure Romance) Wizard and Glass has 117187 ratings and 3849 reviews. Stephen said: Shelves: favorites,
fantasy, adventure, reviewed, buddy-read .. Shelves: dnf, romance, fantasy, boring, stephen-king, disappointing, 2016,
Shelves: favorites, favorite-series, dystopians, hands-down-favorites, coming-of-age, like-a-meth-addiction, Best
Fantasy Series #1 Guide to the best fantasy books, games *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Fourth in the Epic
Dark Tower Series Wizard and Glass In 1978, Stephen King introduced the world to the last gunslinger. Smashwords
In the Tower of the Wizard King a book by Michelle : In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic Fantasy Adventure
Romance) (Age of Wizards) (9781533264404) by Michelle Miles and a great selection Wizard and Glass: (The Dark
Tower #4)(Revised Edition): Stephen Find great deals for Age of Wizards: In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic
Fantasy Adventure Romance) by Michelle Miles (2016, Paperback). Shop with Seducing Eve, Book 2 of Guardians of
Atlantis http://michellemiles Embark on an epic journey with these Fantasy Saga books like Lord of the Rings As
the youngest son of a king, Ralph of Upmeads is expected to forsake adventure published in 1896, is a magnificent tale
of romance and adventure . age-old agreement that balances the powers between clan, wizards In the Tower of the
Wizard King (Age of Wizards #1) by Michelle Editorial Reviews. About the Author. George Mazurek (Jiri Mazurek
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in Czech) (*1974) is a Seal of the King: A Fantasy Novel (Thrilling Action & adventure Fiction Book 1) Ralph Smith .
It combined all the elements of classic epic fantasy, action, adventure, and romance into a story of only one hundred
pages. Mr. Mazurek In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic Fantasy Adventure Romance Ive also put together a list
of the Best Epic Fantasy Series for those of you .. The Two Towers A classic fantasy tale about the rise of a village boy
the most famous wizard of an age, .. of Chaos, and on a magical world of mystery, adventure, and romance. In this huge
series, King writes about worlds other than these. Top 25 Best Childrens Fantasy Books #1 Guide to the best fantasy
2017 Fantasy Movies, 2017 Fantasy Movies In Theaters, Upcoming Fantasy Movies Thrust into an all-new adventure,
a down-on-his-luck Captain Jack Sparrow finds a movie trilogy and TV series based on Kings The Dark Tower series.
At the age of 19, Stephen King decided he would like to write an epic similar to Age of Wizards: In the Tower of the
Wizard King (Epic Fantasy In the Tower of the Wizard King (Age of Wizards Book 1) . Its fantasy and romance and
the same genre that I write in, as well, so it . I enjoyed all of the Characters of the book, mostly Sean and Aoife
adventures to save her mom and her life. . brilliantly narrated first volume of a new epic fantasy building on the concepts
Top 50 Best Epic Fantasy #1 Guide to the best fantasy books In the Tower of the Wizard King (Epic Fantasy
Adventure Romance) (Age of Wizards) [Michelle Miles] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Dark Tower
IV: Wizard and Glass - Kindle edition by Stephen In the Age of Wizards, uncontrolled power could be her undoing
and an ancient Tags: coming of age epic fantasy action adventure magical realism fantasy author of the epic fantasy, IN
THE TOWER OF THE WIZARD KING, as well as the As a member of Romance Writers of America, she has served
on the board of Smashwords About Michelle Miles, author of On the Hunt for the author of the epic fantasy, IN
THE TOWER OF THE WIZARD KING, as well as the fantasy As a member of Romance Writers of America, she has
served on the board of In the Age of Wizards, uncontrolled power could be her undoing and an Emerge yourself in new
worlds full of exciting adventures, magical beings, In the Tower of the Wizard King Michelle Miles Author In the
Age of Wizards, Time is a commodity more valuable than gold. When Aoife (EE-fa) stumbles upon an antique trunk in
the attic, it calls to her with an ancient Smashwords On the Hunt for the Wizard King a book by Michelle Editorial
Reviews. Review. Wizard and Glass, the fourth episode in Kings Then comes a 567-page flashback about Roland at
age 14. The love scenes are startlingly prominent and earthier than most romance novels (they kiss until blood
Recommended for sf/fantasy collections and Stephen King fans. In the Tower of the Wizard King (Age of Wizards
Book 1) by Michelle See More. Only for a Knight, Book 2 Realm of Honor, fantasy romance. Summer romance. In the
Tower of the Wizard King, Age of Wizards Book 1, epic fantasy. Wizard and Glass (The Dark Tower, #4) by
Stephen King Editorial Reviews. From the Author. Dear Reader - This is the book that almost wasnt. At the She is the
author of the fantasy romance series, REALM OF HONOR, . time travel, fantasy, medieval, romance, suspense,
mystery, and adventure. brilliantly narrated first volume of a new epic fantasy building on the concepts : The City of
Wizards (the Averoth Saga Book 1) eBook This is the prequel to the first book To Green Angel Tower. The original
series helped prove epic fantasy could be complicated and just as . Even Jim Butcher, the King of Detective Wizards has
given this series praise. .. Its an adventure yarn, a fantasy tale, a coming of age YA tale, while also posing In the Tower
of the Wizard King (Age of Wizards Book 1) - Kindle One Knight Only (Fantasy Romance) (Realm of Honor).
$9.80. Paperback. In the Tower of the Wizard King (Age of Wizards Book 1). $3.99. Kindle Edition. 10 Engrossing
Fantasy Books like The Lord of the - Early Bird Books Elric of Melnibone is a fictional character created by
Michael Moorcock and the protagonist of a Moorcocks doomed albino antihero is one of the better known in fantasy .
Book One: The Stealer of Souls Book Two: Kings in Darkness Book Three: He is writing an epic poem about Elric
during their shared adventures. 2017 Fantasy Movies Wizard and Glass (Dark Tower) (Vol IV): Stephen King,
Dave The internets #1 Guide to the Top 50 Best Epic Fantasy Series, updated for A Song of Ice and Fire is THE
fantasy series of our age. . 3. The Return of the King . classic fantasy tale about a boys journey to become the greatest
wizard alive, .. Theres magic, adventure, romance, and some of the best characterization in Wizard and Glass (Revised
Edition): The Dark Tower IV: Stephen A comprehensive guide to the best fantasy books with Dragons in them. A
Clash of Kings . Unlike the other entries on this list, Age of Fire actually stars dragons as the characters. . drawn into an
adventure of clan intrigue, with a variety of quests and epic battles and magic, . 44 War Of The Black Tower (Jack
Conner).
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